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1. INTRODUCTION

Of all the significant problems that confront the

world the nuclear arms race between the United States

and the Soviet Union has proved one of the most intrac-

.table. Its intractability: however, stems not from the

-awesome amounts both sides have expended on arms, nor

even in the millions of-lives at stake should the arms

race culminate in a nuclear war. While these facts

help to explain why the arms race looms so large in our

lives, they do not explain why this race has proved so

difficult to slow down.

Since the benefits and costs of the arms race to

each nation are dependent

helpful to think of t arms ra

is an interdependent decision situation

outcome depends not st on chance but on

that two or more players, or participants

they make choices in the tame.

The simplest ame-theoretic model whO. h has Aen

used to analyze t e arms race is the two-p rson game of

Prisoners' Dilemma in hich.each player is assumed to

have two strategies. Of course, modeling the arms rSce

by any model which assumes that the nations as players

have only two strategies, leading to well-defined pay-

offs, is a drastic oversimplification. However, this

particular simplified model;has the advantage that,it

exhibits, in a strikingly simple way, an explanation of

the fundamental intractability of the arms race based

Only 'en the consequences of rational behavior by the

players.

at both nations do, it is

"game." A game

n which the

the actions

take when

Our main concern in this module is to investigate

a possible solution tO the arms race, based on extending

1Rapoport and Chammah (1965); for a recent review of the literature
on Prisoners' Dilemma, see Brams (1976: chs. 4 and 8).

the classic Prisoners' Dilemma game to allow for scenar

ios, or sequences of moves. We begin our analysis by

reviewing, in Section 2, the Prisoners' Dilemma model

of the arms race. In Sections 3, 4, and 5 we present a

scenario of conditional cooperation and analyze when

that scenario js advantageous to the players. In Sec-

tion 6, we expfore some policy implications of the

model, and discuss further some of its:limitations. In

Section 7 we summarize our analysis and consider pos-

.. sible extensions of our framework to both new games and

dilferent game scenarios.

2. PRISONERS'.DILEMMA AND THE ARMS RACE

Prisoners' Dilemma is a two-person game that is

i.11ustrated in Figure 1. We shall not describe the

original story that gives Prisoners' Dilemma its name

but shall instead interpret it in the context of the

arms race between the superpowers, whom we call A and

B.

A

Disarm

Arm

Disarm Arm

(A2, B2) .(A4, 81)

(A
1'

84
O.

Figure 1. The arms race as a Prisoners' Dilemma game.

The superpowers each have a choice between two

strategies, "Disarm" and "Arm," as shown in Figure 1.

The choice of a strategy by both superpowers results in

one of the four possible outcomes shown in the payoff

matrix of Figure 1, which gives all possible outcomes

associated with the strategies of each player. An out-

come,is defined by an ordered pair of numbers (Ai, Bj),

where Ai is the payoff to A (row player), Bj the payoff

to B (column player).



, A

For player A we assume that AI is his best payoff,'

A
2

next best, A_ next worst, and A 4 worst; a similar

ordering obtains for B. Thus, for example, (A2, B2) is

a better outcome for both players than (A3,-113)-.

The dilemma in this game is tii:11 both playe ha),C

an unconditionally best, or dominant ' strategy Arm:
;

whatever the other player does (Arm or Disarm) , each

player obtains a higher payoff if he chooses Arm; Thus,

a player's "best" strategy choice in Prisoners' Dilemma&

does not depend on what the other player chooses since a

player always does better by choosing Arm. Yet,*if both

jolayers choose Arm, the outcome is (A3, B3), which is

Worse than if bOth players choose Disarm apd thereby

obtain (A2, D2).

If this is the case, ,should not both players choose

D,isarm? The yroblem here is that (A2, B2) is not stable

We say that an outcome is stable, or n equilibrium, if,

once chosen, neither player can improve his payoff by

unilaterally switching to some other strategy..

To show that (A
2'

B
2
) is not in -equilibrium, assume

that each player chooses his Disarm-strategy associated

with this.outcome. Then each plWr has an incentive

unilaterally to switch to Arm and thereby obtain his
,

best payoff (Al or BO, inTlil:ting on the other player

his.worst payoff (134 or A4). This temptation for each

player to puble-'cross the other makes (A2, B2) unstable

and, we believe, points up the fragility of cooperation

(when both plaY'ers choose Disarm) 4n the armS race. It

is precisely this temptatio'n to double-cross that in-

duces each player to "plaY it safe" and choose his

dominant strategy of Arm, even though the resultant out-

come, (A3, 133), is the next worst for both players.

Tile. outcome (As, B3), which is circled in Figure 1,

is in fact the unique equilibrium outcome in Prisoners'

3.

C.

Dilemma--once chosen, neither player can do'better by

' unilaterally switching_tc his Disarm strategy. The fact

that both players prefer (A
2'

B
2
) leads us to ask how

movement from (A
3'

B
3

) to (A
2'

B
2
)--as indicated by the

arrow in Figure'l--can Be induced, gIven that (As, 13'24,

nonce reached, is unstable.

ExercIse 1. Construct a payoff matrix in which A
3
and

4'
and B

3

and B
4'

are interchanged,in Prisoners' Dilemma. Does either player

have a dominant strategy in this new game?

Exercise 2. Are therp any outcome(s) in equilibrium in this new

game?

3. IN:FRODUCING DETECTION PROBABILITIES

Assume that A-and B begin the game by both annou

ing a tit:for-tat policy of conditional cooperation:

"I'll-cooperate (i.e., choose Disarm) if I detect you

do; otherwise, I won't." Then, to.show their good in

tentions, assume both players initially coogerate and

choose DisarM. This is the first stage of, the game.2.

The second stage begins when each player makes a

second strategy choice, dependipg on what he detected;

his opponent,did in the first stage. Assume that A can

detect with a certain probability the strategy choice of

B; and B can likewise detect A'.,§ strategy choice.-

nc -

2
Other scenarios are, of course, possible, but these moves seem
the most plausible to assume if both players are seriously in-
terested in slowing down the arms race. For evidence that this

assumption has become reality in the recent period of detente,
see Clemson and podigliani (1971). The rational basis for this

assumption in the context of the current arms race is discussed
in Section 6.

9
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l'ecifically, let

pA 2 probability that A can detectdi's strategy choice

in the first stage;

pB = probability that B can detect' A's strategy choice

in the first stage.

Thus, 0 <:pA, pB 1.

Consis,tent with a policy of conditional,cooperation,

assume that a player chooses Disarm if he deteCts that '

his opponent chose Disrrii in the first stage; otherwise,

he chooses Arm. The question is: does a.policy of

conditional cooperation benefft the players in the

second--and perhaps later--stages of the game?
Of

The expected payoff a player derives in the second

stage is the sum of the payoffs he obtains from each of

four possible outcomes times the probability that each

occurs. (The expected payoff in the first stage is A2

for A and B
2

for A, because by assumption the "coopera-

tive" outcome (A2, B2) is chosen with probability 1.)

For A, his expedted payoff in the second stage wikl_be

(1) E(A) 2 A2pApB.4. Al(1-pA)pB A4pA(1-pB)

A3(1-pA)(1-pB),

assuming A and B make independent strategy choices

based solely on their probabilitiof detection. ,Thus,

for example, the first term On the rigNt-hand side of

(1) says that A andB will correctly detect their mutual

choices of-Disarm in the fist stage with probability

pApB: A will detect B cooperates with probability pA,

and B will detect A c6operates with probability pia. Now

if both players follow a policy of conditional coopera-

tion in the ,secOnd stage, both will choose Disarm with

this probability (pApB), SO A will obtain a payoff of

A2 with probability pApB (and B will obtain a payoff of

B
2
with this probability). The probabilities associated

0

5

' with the three other payoffs for A in (1) ( , A3 and
A
4
) can.be similarly obtained.

Exercise 3. Write the equation,.analogous to X1), for E(B).

,

. ReaTranging terms'in (1), we obtain.

(2) E(A)'214(A2pA Al(1-pA)] + (1-PB)IAIpA +

A
3
(1-p

A
)].

Whatever the Icalue of pA, we know that the first term in

brackets on the right-hand side of (2) is always,greater

than the second term in brackets since A
2

> A
4
and

A
1

> A
3'

Therefore, it is in A's inteiest that p
B

be as

high as possible (so B will correctly detect cooperationr .

and therebk cooperate himself), and slinilarry for k with

respect 'to pA.

Exercise 4. Is the conclusion of the above analysis also tede for 3

..
..,

the players in the game defined in Exercise 1?
. .

This is not h surprising conclusion. Rearranging

terms in (1) again, we obt,ain a more curious result:

(3) E(A) PA(AgB + A4(1-pB)] (1-pA)[A1PA +

A
3
(1-p )].

Now the second term in brackets on the right-hand side

of (3) is always greater than the first term in brackets,

so it is in As integest that (1-pA) be as high as pos-

sible, or pA be as low as possible. This'is because A,

if he incorrectly detects that B chooses Arm fn the

firt stage and thereby chooses Arm himself in the-

second stage, Obtains a higher expected payoff,than if,

dile correctly detects c'ooperation on the part of B.

f

-



But surely B could anticipate this consequence if

he knew pA were low. Hence, B should not mechanically

subscribe to a policy of conditional cooperation in the

second stage unless he is assured that A can predict

with a high probability his cooperative choice in the

first stage and thereby respond accordingly. A similar

conclusion applies to B. Therefore, it is in the

interest of A and B that brich pA and pB be as high as

possible.3

4. EQUALIZING THE DETECTION PROBABILITIES

How can both players ensure that pA and pB are as

high as possible? One way, which has been proposed in

recent negotiations on a new SALT agreement,4 is to pool

their information so that they both operate from a com-
.

mon (and enlarged) data_base k.common clata base,

'presumably, would'have,ibe effect-oT setting the

detection probabilities equal to each other. Alterna-
.

tively, if "national technical means for verificatiOn."--.

in the terminology of currently arms-limitations talks--

of both"players-were-equally-good, their detection

'probabilities would also be equal.

To investigate the consequences of equal detection

.prdbabilities, assume that pA = pB = p. The expression,

for E(A) gitien by (1) then becomes

(4) E(M = A2p2 + (A1+A4)(1-p)p + A3(1-p)2.

3For further 4etails, see'Bram's 0975b1. :Cf. Howard (1576) for a
P

"general metagames" analysis of Prisoners' Dilemma.

4
New York Times, April 27,5.77: A7. For an argument that data be

collected and verified under international supervision, see Myrdal

(1-9764.

a

7

An analogous expression can be obtained for B, buty

henceforth we shall make only calculations for A sfilce

the conclusions we derive applY to B as well.

Without loss of generality, we may assume that the

payoffs associated with the best and worst outcomes are

one and zero, respectively, i.e., A/ = 1 and A4 = 0.

Given this assumption, (4) becomes

E(A) = A2p2+ (1-p)p + A3(1-p)
2

= (A2+A3-1)p
2-+ (1-2A )p + A3,

.(5)

which is a parabola in p.

Exercise 5. A second-degree curve of the form,

Ax
2
+ Bx + Cy + D = 0,

is a,parabola, BY making appropriate_substitutionsshow,that

(5), is a parabola:,

What is of interest iS the shape of the parabola in

the four regions of the.A2-A3 coordinate system shown in

Figure2. The shapeof the parabola tells us how bene-

, ficial a policy of conditional.cooperation is as a func-

tion of p, assuming (fef now) that. A2 and.A3 are fixed.

Since by assumption 0 < A3 < A2 < 1, we need not

consider the area on or above the diagonal A2 = A3. If

(A2+A3-1) > 0, which defines regions I and II, the para-

bola is concave up; if (A2+A3-1) < 0, which defines

regions III. and IV, the parabola is concave down.

8



3 1/2

IV III

II

1/2

A
2

I: min p<1/2; max p 1.

E(A)

II: min p = 0; max p = 1.

III:. min p = 0; max p = 1.

I : min p = 0; max p >

0 1/2

Figure 2. Expecied payoffs in four regions.

Exercise 6. Verify that the inequalities given in the previous

sentence define the stated regions.

al)

In the interval 0 < p < 1, graphs of E(A) (ordinate)

as a function of p (abscissa) are shown in Figure 2 for

each of the four regions. Note that (i) when p = 0,

E(A) = A3 and (ii) when p = 1, E(A) = A2 in all regions,

which can be verified by 'substituting these values of p

into (5).

(6)

The vertex of the parabola in all regions iS at

2A3 - 1

P 2(A2 + A3 - 1)

(A3 - 1/2)

(A3 1/2) + CA2.- 1/2y.

'When subs.tituted into (5), the vertex gives the minimum

value of E(A) in regions I and II,- th maximum value of

E(A) in regions III and IV.
-

In regions I and II, the.denominator.of the frac-

tion on the,right-hand side of (6) is Positive because

(A
2
+A

3
) > 1. Clearly, if and only if the numerator is

also positive will the minimum of E(A) be at p > 0.

This,occurs -in.region I, where A3 > 1/2. In region II,

where A3 < 1/2, the milimum is at p< 0; however, in the

interval 0 < p < 1, the minimum of E(A) is at the boUnd-

ary p = 0, as shown in Figure 2.

In regions III and IV, both the numerator and de-

nominator of (6) are negative, so the maximum is always

at p > 0. Rtwriting (6),

= 1
(A3 - 1/2) + (A2 - 1/2) '

(A2 - 1/2)

.we see that the maximum is at p < 1 if and only if the ,

numerator in the fraction on the right-hand side Of (7)

is negative.' This occurs in region'IV,S where A2 < 1/2.

In region III, where.A2 > 1/2, the maximum occurs at

.0 > 1;* hOwever, in the interval 0 < p < 1; the maximum

of E(A) is at the0,10:07,0ndary p = 1, bs shown in Figure 2.,

5
Region IV is the onTy 'region in which E(A) is not' et a maximum when

p = 1 (in the interval 0 < p< I). This is because 2A2 < A1+A4 = 1
in this region, so an alternilion of the players between their
strategies associated with outcomes (A1, B4) and (A4, BO yields A
a higher expected payoff than does outcome (A2, B2). For this
reason, Prisoners' Dilemma is sometimes defined so as to preclude
payoffs in region IV. See Rapoport and Chammah (1965: 34-35).

10
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dE(A)
Exercise 7 (optional). By setting equal to 0, show that E(A)

dp

is at an extreme poini when

P =

2 -I

2 q
d E(A)

Exercise 8 (optional). Find and show under what conditions
dp

the extreme point is a maximum and minimum. Does your analysis

agree with that in the text?

S. WHEN IS CONDITIONAL COOPERATION RATIONAL?

The graphs of E(A) in Figure 2 show that E(A) > A3

for all values of p in regions II, III, and IV. Thus,

a policy of conditional cooperation in these regions en-

sures at least the security leveZ of A--the minimum pay-

off he can ensure for himself, A
3'

whatever B does. In

fact:this policy will always yield an expected payoff

greater than the security level A3 except when p = 0,

which occurs when A always detects the chocce of Arm by

B, the opposite of what B does.

No suchassurance can be offered A.if he is in

region I. This is the region in which A2 > A3 > 1/2,

i.e, where both the cooperative payoff A2 and the non-

cooperative payoff A3 are closer to Al = 1 than A4 = 0.

In this case, the loss A suffers from being double-

crossed (A4' = 0) is significantly below all his other

payoffs.

For this reason, it may be advantageous for A to

accept his security level..A3 rather th'an coMmit himself

to a policy of conditional cooperation. After all,

conditional coOperation could result in the payoff

.A 0, which is much worse than A3 >1/2 in region I.
4

11

In region I, the advantage of A3.over E(A) is

greatest when E(A) is at a minimum, which occurs when

p < 1/2, as shown in Figure 2. Even for p > 1/2, how-

ever, E(A) may be less than A3. To determine how high

p must be in order that E(A) exceed A
3'

we solve

(8) E(A) = (A2+A3-1)p
2 + (1-2A3)p + A3.= A3

for p, and get

(9) p = 0 or p = (2A3-1)/(A2+A3-1).

lye already know E(A) > A3 if p >.0 in regions II, III,

and IV. In region I, E(A) > A, if
a

2A,.--1 2(A3 - 1/2)
(10) p > .t.'A

2 3

Algebraic manipulation gives

1
(11) (A3 7) < 2-gF(A2

Thus, in region I, a policy of conditional cooperation -

is better than security level A3 if the point (A2, A3)

lies below the line which passes through (1/2, 1/2) and

has slope m = p/(2-p). For several representative

values of p between 0 and 1, these isolines are illus-

trated in Figure 3 and show that as the detection proba-'

bility approaches 1, the possibility that conditional

cooperation yields less than one's security level

vanishes.

Because the slope m of the isolines is convex in

1/2) + (A2 - 172)'

.d
2
mp (--- > 0), raising p will make conditional cooperation

?dp2

more advantageous if 'p iS already high. For'example,

raising p from 3/4 to 1 raises m-from 3/5 to 1, or.by 2/5,

while raisini p from 0 to 1/4 only raises m from 0 to 1/7,

or by 1/7. Since the base of the fraingles (i.e., the

abscissa from 1/2 to 1) defining the area in which

17
12



E(A) > A3 is the same in each case, and the height is a

function of m, the percentage of the total area of the

large triangle (at p = m = 1) that an increment of 1/4

adds is much greater in the first case (40 percent) than

in the second (14 percent). Moreover, since m is Al-

ways less than 1 except when p = 1, raising A2 (see (ll,

above) is in general less effective in encouraging

conditional cooperation than lowering A3.

Exercise 9. For the.game defined in Exercise 1, find the condi-

tion 4nder which E(A) > A3. (Hint: After finding.the equation

pf E(A) analogous to (8), do not try tO solve for p as in (9).

Rather, express the inequality E(A) > A
3
'as A

3
> f(P)R

2
"0' g(P).

This will facilitate doing Exercise 10 in an A
2
-A

3
coordinate

system.)

Exercise 10. Illustrate geometrically, as in Figure 3, the mean-
.

ing of this condition. (Hint: Unlike Figure 3, the A
2
and A

3

coordinates in your graph should range from 0 td 1 since the

isolines do not all intersect at point (1/2, 1/2)0

A3 3/4

1/2,

Figure 3. Isolines below which E(A) >A
3

in region I.

6. POLICY IMPLICATIONS

We have shown that a policy of conditional coop-

eration always yields an expected payoff that is at

least equal to, and generally exceeds, one's security

level in three of the four regions that are feasible

for Prisonerst Dilemma when both sides have the same

detection probabijity. In these regions, therefore,

13
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this policy will generally woek to the players' mutual

advantage, even if the detection probability is low.

Unfortunately, the arms race between the two super-

powers probably occurs in region I. Here The.consequence

of being double-crossed (A4 0) is very unsatisfactory

compared to accepting one's seCurity level (A3 > 1/2).

Yet, our analySis indicateks that conditional coopera-

tion even in region I may be beneficial, depending on

the detection probability p of both sides. The area in

this region where conditiOnal cooperation leads to a

higher expected payoff than one's security level in-

creases as (i) p increases; moreover, as (ii) A2 in-

creases, ol- (iii) A3 decreases, the situation is moved

rightward'and downward, respectively, in Figure 3 to-

ward the area where conditdonal cooperation is advan-

tagedus. It appears that the effects of (i) have

already been felt in the limited agreements so far

achieved in SALT I and SALT II.

If p continues to increase as technology i.mproves,

conditionar"cooperation should became even mOrJ attrac-

tive. This is because the slope m increases faster than

p when

dm
3T)

Or

2
-----T.> 1,
(2-0'

n(12) p > 2 - /2-= 0,586.

Thus, technological improvements that raise p above

0.586 will even more rapidly expand the area in which

conditional cooperation is rational for both sides.

We indicated in Section 5 that the effects of (iii)

in encouraging conditional cooperation are greater than

2 .}
t
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Ahe effects of ((i). This means that developments that

0 increase the costs of a continuing arms race (decrease

A ) do more to encourage conditional cooperation than

developments that increase the benefits of an arms-

control agreement (increase A2).

Of course, raising the benefits of an agreement and

raising the costs of no agreement are two sides of the

same coin. But if there is a lesson to be derived from

our mOdel, it is that they have unequal trade-offs.

Since the multiplier effect is on the coit side of the

equation, behavior that raises the costs of'an arms

race provides the greater incentive for making recipro

cal concessions.

Probably the best way to make an arms race more

vcostly is to invest heavily in research and development.

This investment 'increases the probability of technolog-

ical breakthroughs that create the need for expensive

new weapons systems. Paradoxically, perhaps, by making

present weapons systems more vulnerable to technological

breakthroughs, and hence less cost effective, we may

better foster a future policy conducive to arMs-control

agreements.

Since the early 1960s, one of the most significant

qualitative changes in the nuclear arms race,has been

the dramatic rise in the detection capabilities of both

sides, whiCh ha been principally due t.o the use of

reconnaissance satellites.6 Indeed, President Johnson

once stated that space reconnaissance had saved enough

in military expenditures to pay for the entire military

and space progra,s.7

ong (1975: 10); Greenwood (1973). For a history of aerial
reconnaissance programs since the early 1950s, see York and Greb

(1977).

7 Bidd1e (1972: 252).
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If this detection capability of either'side is

destroyed or even threatened, then conditional coopera-

tion in regionj will once again be rendered unappealing

and the prospeets of a continuing arms race will be high.

On the other hand, if each"side's detection capabilities

can be ensured or even strengthened--especially through

the sharing of data that helpi render pA = pB = p--then

further agreements in 5ALT would appear not only desir-

able but also rational for both sides.

Just as stability in t4 arms race has depended up

to now on the-ability of each side to respond to a pos-

e.ible first_strike by the-other side, diminution, in the

arms race now seems to depend\m the ability of each

side to detec cooperation on the part of the other side

and to rcspond to it in kind. \Unfortunately, "probably

nothing the United States does ivs more closely held,than

the techniques and:performance of its verification ma-

chinery."8 To promote movement toward an arms-control

agreement, we believe it is generally in the interest

of both the United States andhthe Soviet-Union not only

to improve their own detection capabilities but also to

abet those df the other superpower.g,

Naturally,.one cannot argue as a blanket prescrip-

tion that all reconnaissance informatidn about weapons

systems should be shared. Information .tha't would great-
" ly increase a country's vulnerability to attack may

itself creat instability by' making a preemptive strike

8
Newhouse (1173: 14); security aspects of reconnaissance programs

. are discussed in Greenwood (1973) and York and Greb (1977).

9
Cooperation between the superpowers may.also work to their advan-

tage with respect to third parties. When the Soviets alerted the
United States to possible preparations by South Africa for a

. nuclear test in August 1977, both countries allegedly worked to-
gether to exert politcal pressure that apparently forestalled the
test (New York Times, August 28, 1977: 1).
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seem more attractive. Thus, the presumed gains in

stability both superpowers would buy through a sharing

of information that enhances their common detection

probability p must be balanced against their increased

vulnerability that may be exploited in a first strike

that wipes out the ability of a superpower to respond

in a putative second stage.

Since we have precluded in our two-stage model

noncooperation by either superpower in the first stage,

we effectively assume that there is no incentive to

strike first. Should this incentive exist, then it

would create a fundamaental instability that would ren-

der our game scenario implausible. However, at this time
it seems that both superpowers possess substantial

second-strike capabilities, stemming principally from

the relative invulnerability of their submarine-laiinched

nuclear missiles. Hence, both superpowers have an in-

centive not to launch first strikes but instead to find

some reasonably safe way to move away from a constant

repetition of the burdensome (A3, B3) outcome.' Our

model suggests one way this process may be initiated.

It ics important to point out factors that may com-

plicate the rationalistic calculations we have postu-

lated based>on the expected-payoff criterion. First,

the concept of "expected payoff" assumes that the arms

race is not vieWed as a one-shot affair but rather as

a multi-stage gaffie pleyed out in ail uncertain environ-

ment. Even viewed in these terms, however, there are

many possible scenarios, and we have investigated the

consequences' of only one. It would be useful to in-

vestigate other plausible scenarios--perhaps occurring

over more than two stages, possibly with allowance

made for the,discounting of payoffs in later stages10--

1°
For such an approach, see Taylor (1976).
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to determine the conditions that make mutual coopera,

tion rational.

Exercise 11. Describe what you consider a plausible scenario and

make expectd payoff calculations for the players.

.Exercise"12. What conclusions to you draw from these calculations?

It would also he useful to investigate how these

conditions change when the game being played is differ-

ent. For example, the game of Chicken, which has been

suggested ss a model of confrontation situations--like

the Cuban missile crisis--in international politics,11

would be an obvious, candidate to which to apply our

methodology to determine,how sensitive mutual cooper-,

ation in this game is to the detection probsbility p.

Exerdise'13. The game defined' in Exercise 1 is, in fact, Chicken.

On the basis of your calculations for this game in the previous

4exercises, determine for what values of p the area in which

E(A) > A
3

is larger for Chicken ehan'Prisoners' Dilemma. What

conclusions would you draw from,this information?

Another way our analysis might be complicated, and

perhaps rendered more realistic, would be to distinguish

so-called Type 1 and Type 2 errors. In our model, Type

1 error would refer to ncorrectly detecting a viola-

tion of a policy of conditional cooperation when in

fact tnere was adherence by the other side, Type 2

error to incorrectly detecting adherence to this policy

when in fact there was a violation by the other side,

in the second stage of the game sCenario. 'In the

11
Rapoport (1964); Howard (1971); Brams (197a).
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context Of an arms race, there would surely be

ferent reactive steategies associated with each type

of'errorpresumably, Type 2 would cause no chanie in

policy, Type 1 would--and probably different probabil-

ities as well. I.
.1-

Exercise 14. Given our postulated scenario, can there ever be a '

Type 2 error?

Much work remains to be done toincorporate these

and other factors into our resent model. We have of-
,

fered oUr model primarily to suggesf a different way of

thinking about arms races-ras extended sequences of

moves, or scenarios, in multi-stage (versus one-stage)

game--that we believe captures interdepencies over time

that have not heretofore been modeled. Naturally, we do

not mean to imply that national decision makers go ex-
.

actly through the calculations we set foith or that they

are unmoved by nonrationil considerations. Rather, we

believe that where the stakes are high, as they tend to

be in the nuclear arms race, decision makers, at.least

in a rough way, take account of benefits and costs in

the manner postulated in our model.

7. SUMMARY AND CONh,USIOM

The arms race between the two superpowers was con-

ceptualized as a Prisoners' Dilemma.game, with the addi-

tional property that each player can detect initial

cooperation or noncooperation on the part 0 the other

player with a specified probability. Consequences of

the following scenario were investigated: both players

initially cooperate; each player knows the other player's

detection probability and follows a policy of condi-

tional cooperationcooperates he detects cooperation
-

20
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- go.'
on ttie part- of ihe other plaorer,: Othei:wise Ao'e...d not

,cooperate.

of

by

For thd case in Which-jhe detectidemprobaliiiittes

the two rilayers are equal, cOnditional coopertion

both players:yielded the following concludiondo: .

.

i.Ec1fplayer's expected.payoff as. a function
1

of the-detection probltbillty is a parabola,

which may assume four.different f64.ms depend-..

ihi on 'the payoff each player assigns to

tbe cooperative%Versus-nohcopperative

N outcomes.in Prid'eners' Dilemma.

The different assignments.of payoffs can

be,represented geothetrically by' four dif-'

fereht regions; in-onlyvone of the four

regions dbes conditional cooperation not

guarantee a.player at,least his se:duti:ty

7 level.
A m

Ev,: fr) this region.," as the detection

probability-approaches one, the pOssi-

dility tbat'conditionaj cooperation yields

less than one..'s security level vanished.

Policy.implications of-this analysis for SALT were Ais-

cussed, and a suggestion for-the sharing of mntelligcnc

.0

data'was advanced. 'It was qualified, however, by toting

that enhanced detectioh capabilities may increase the

vulnerability of a country's defenses,,toa preemptive

strike and.thereby'render a delicate situation more un-

stable.

Clearly,omore attention needs to.be paid to the

trade-off between the stability indused by better de-

tection capabilities (increasing p)'and the instability

induced by making a preemptive strike more attractive

(rendering our scenario'implausible), l One thing our.Mbdel

21
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does tell us is that if there is a choice between

making cooperation more attractive (raising A2), or

noncooperation, less attractive (lowering A3), the
t

latter-alternative is generally more effective in en-
.

. couraging.cotditipnal cooperation. It perhaps can

$best be pursued through support of research that
. . .

Orena,grs4weapons systems obsolete as rapidly as pos-

dible.

We bltintluded by noting that the methodologY of

ourInalY'si,s could be applied to other'games (e.g.

Chickene,..ilhat capture different asPects of conflict

in international politics. Scenarios difEerent from the

'two-stage sequence we Postulated earlier might also

be explOre4.with perhaps a discounting factor added

'in multi-stage games. In.this manner,'consequences

,of a variety of games--with different extended sequences

of moves--coula be investigated that better reflect

than One-stage games t'he. dynamic realities of conflict

',processes.

1. N .

A

8: ANSWERS TO EXERCISES

A

'-Disarm
Dfsarm A

2' 2

(A1:133) (A4, B4)

2. Yes, Equili'L'um outcomes are (A1, B3) and

(A3, B1).,

3. E(B) = B2pApB + B4(l-pA)pB"+.BlvA(l-p )

Arm

B3(l-pA)(1-pB).

est.
4. Yes.

S. ,The apprOpriate substi,tutions are:

x = p; y = E(A); A = (A2+A3-1); B = 1-2A

C = -1; D = A3.
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6.. The equation of the line dividing regions II and III

is A2 + A3 =-1, so the region above this line is

defined by the inequalitYj (A2+A3) > 1, the region

below this *line by the inequality (A2+A3) < 1.

7. From (5), dW) 2(A2+A3-1)p + (1-2A3). If

dE(A) 15.A

dp 2(A2

.
d
2
E(A) 2(A2+A3-1).

dp2

If (A2+A3-1) < 0, ex,Ireme point is a maximum.

> 0-, extreme' point is a minimum.

This agrees with the results in the Aext.

9. Frot (4), after interchaniini

AI 1 and A4 = 0,

E(A) =')\211 + (1+A3)(1,p)p.

Then E(A) > A3 if

A2p2 (1.I.A3)(1Tp)P >.A3

-A2P2 (1-p)P > A3(1-04132)

A2p2 + p(1-p)

(1-p+p )

10. The isolines are straight iines with slope

2

m P .2' and'A3° intercept at b
(1-p+p ) (1-p+p )

For representative values of p we have:

A
3
<

A
3
and A

4
and letting

23

A2

11. Not applicable.

12. Not applicable.

13. The area in which E(A) > A3 is

larger

larger

for Chicken if p > 1/2,

for Prisoners' Dilemma if p < 1/2,

the same for both'games if p = 1/2.'

Moreover, while for any p

E(A) > A3 in regions II, III,

is true in Chicken only for p

of conditional cooperation is

players in Prisoners',Dilemma

high p.

14. No.

in Prisoners' Dilemma;

and IV of Figure 2, this

> 1/2. Hence, the policy

more adVantageous to the

for low p, in Chi'cken for
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STUDENT FORM 1

Request for Help

Return tor:

EDC/UMAP
55 Chapel
Newton, MA 02160

Student: Ifyou have trouble'with a specific part of this unit, please fill
out this form and take it to your instructor for assistance. The information
you give will help the author to revise the unit.

Your Name

Page

0 Upper

()Middle

0 Lower

OR
Section

Paragraph

Description of Difficulty: (Please be speCific)

OR

Unit No.

Model Exam
Problem No.

Text
Problem No.

11,-

Instructor: Please indicate your resolution of the difficulty in this box.

(1.2) Corrected errord in materials. List cOrrections here:

(2) Gave student better explanation, example, or procedure than in unit.

Give brief outline of your addition here:

Assisted student in acquiring general learning and problem-solving

skills (not using examples from this unit.)

Instructor's Signature

Please use reverse if necessary. .32



STUDENT FORM 2

Unit Questionnaire

Return to! " `
EDC/UMAP
55 Chapel St-.
Newton, MA O2160

O 0

Name Unit No.
0

Date

Institution Course No.

Check the choice,for each qdestion that comes closest to your personal 0(0inion.

I. How useful was the amount of detail in the unit?

Not enough detail to understand the unit .

Unit would have been clearer with more detail

Appropriate amount of detail
Unit was occasionally too detailed, but this was not distracting

Too much detail; I was often distracted

2. How helpful were the problem answers?

Sample solutions were too brief; I could not do the intermediate steps

Sufficient information was given to solve the problems

Sample solutions were too detailed; I didn't need them

3. Except for fulfilling the prerequisites, how much did you use other.sources (for

exaule, instructor, friends, or other books) in order to understand the unit?

A Lot Somewhat A Little Not at all

4. How long was this unit in comparison to the amount of time you generally spend on

a lesson (lecture and homework assignment) in a typical math or science course?

Much Somewhat . About Somewhat Much

Longer Longer . the Same Shorter Shorter

5. Were any of the following parts of the unit confuting or. distracting? (Check

as many as apply.)

Prerequisites
Statement of skills and concepts (objectives)

Paragraph headings
Examples
Special Assistance Supplement (if present)

Other, please explain-

6. Were an of the followin irts of the unit articularl hel ful? (Check as many

as apply.)
Prerequisites
Statement of skills and concepts (objectives)

Examples
Problems
Paragraph headings
Table of Contents
Special Assistance Supplement (if presedt)

Other, please explain

Please describe aaything in the'Onit that you did not particularly like.
t.

Please describe anything that you found particularly helpful. (Please use the back of

this sheet if you need more space.)


